
  

 
JIM PHELPS 

NOVATO, CALIFORNIA 
 

jmphelps@webperception.com 

   
February 18, 2011 

                                                              
 
Supervisor Charles McGlashan 
Chair, Marin Energy Authority 
3501 Civic Center Drive, Suite 329 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
 
Transmitted via email to:  CMcGlashan@co.marin.ca.us 
 
Subject:  MEA’s Illusory 14% Rate Reduction / Elimination of Energy Credit 
 
Dear Mr. McGlashan: 
 
Chart shows 14% reduction is really a 20% increase 
The attached table and chart shows that residential ratepayers realize little, if any, savings from MEA’s 
recently announced 14% rate reduction; this “reduction” is scheduled for implementation in April.  For   
many Marin consumers, particularly average use ratepayers, MEA’s new rates represent an overall 
increase in costs of approximately 20% above existing MEA costs.  This analysis assumes 31 days per 
billing period, baseline territory XB, and application of your PCIA credit to your as-is present generation 
cost.   
 
Elimination of MEA “energy credit” spells net increase 
The lack of real reduction for consumers is due to MEA’s planned elimination of its “energy credit” which 
offsets PG&E’s exit fee.  As you know, PG&E’s on-going monthly exit fee is triggered when a consumer’s       
generation is switched from PG&E to MEA (MEA also levies its own exit fees on consumers departing from 
MEA).  Eliminating MEA’s “energy credit” puts ratepayers on the hook to pay for your original commitment 
to them.  Eliminating the “energy credit” distorts the total cost of MEA for consumers, and skews 
representations that MEA’s rates are competitive with PG&E’s.  This is surely not your desired intent. 
 
CPUC submitted Implementation Plan said exit fees paid thru 2015.  What’s up? 
Dawn Weisz says she expects the California Public Utilities Commission to soon require a substantial 
reduction in the size of PG&E’s exit fee (see attached Marin Independent Journal story).  With respect to 
her forecast and to your original pledge, the MEA should be pleased to continue with its commitment to 
pay exit fees as was intended, and also as was stipulated in the Implementation Plan which MEA 
submitted to the CPUC last year.  The Implementation Plan document shows MEA pays exit fees through 
at least 2015 (see attached).   
 
Aside from regulatory filings, MEA also made several verbal representations about its payment of 
customer exit fees.  In 2010 MEA’s consultant, MRW, explained to the City of San Rafael that MEA would 
not execute power purchase agreements unless the following occurred:       
   MEA Power Supply Costs + Customer Exit Fees + MEA Overhead must be < than PG&E Generation Rate.1      
 
MEA knew it was entering changing pricing environment from start 
In further support of MEA’s commitment to pay exit fees, you received a letter from PG&E, dated March 
5, 2008, alerting you to changes in PG&E’s tariff schedule that would result in lower PG&E generation 
prices.  These changes followed the precedents of San Diego Gas & Electric and Southern California 
Edison.  (MEA removed this March 5 document from its website two weeks ago).  Pursuant to that letter, 
MEA executed its power purchase agreement with Shell Energy in March, filed an action at the CPUC in 
April against PG&E’s implementation of lower generation prices, and launched into business in May.  It is 
apparent that MEA was not only informed about the unsettled price environment into which it was 
aggressively entering, but did so expecting to pay customer exit fees (“energy credit”).  Shifting exit fees 
onto MEA ratepayers for whatever reason appears disingenuous.       
 
 
 
1
 http://www.cityofsanrafael.org/MCEReport/CC07_report.pdf  page 7, item 6. 
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How about across board 14% rate cut and keep exit fees?  
In combination with continued payment of all exit fees, the MEA could also implement a 14% rate 
reduction through all tiers in its many rate schedules.  This would facilitate a real rather than illusory 
14% savings for your ratepayers and constituents.  This would help to move MEA rates to a closer 
approximate parity with PG&E.  Isn’t this what you want?   
 
If you are unable to reconcile the numbers in the attached table, I would be pleased to review them with 
you.  Please send an email to me to let me know.  
 
Very truly yours,  
 
Jim Phelps 
 
attachments  
 
 
cc:  Mr. Paul Clanon/ CPUC 
 Ms. Julie Fitch/ CPUC 
 City of Belvedere 
 City of Mill Valley 
 Town of San Anselmo 
 City of San Rafael 
 City of Sausalito 
 Town of Tiburon 
 County of Marin 
 Town of Corte Madera 
 City of Larkspur 
 City of Novato 
 Town of Ross 



Marin Energy Authority
 

Net Cost of MEA Light Green (RES-1) 
Before and After Announced "14% Rate Reduction" 
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               Annual Projected Total Cost Relative to Monthly Consumption
                (Baseline Territory XB.  Assumes 31 days per billing period)

As-Is 14% Reduction 
MEA Light Green1 MEA Light Green1

includes "Energy Credit" MEA pays no "Energy Credit"  
PG&E to offset PG&E exit fees and customer pays ongoing exit fees

generation that are triggered by MEA that are triggered by MEA Net cost impact of "14% Reduction" MEA "14% Reduction" 
kWh/ Mo. (E-1) (current) (effective April 7, 2011) on MEA customers premium compared to PG&E

400 $179 $219 $265 increase +21% +48%
500 $238 $290 $347 increase +20% +46%

Typical Residential use 
2 540 $290 $352 $416 increase +18% +43%

 600 $372 $451 $525 increase +16% +41%
700 $509 $615 $708 increase +15% +39%
800 $667 $811 $911 increase +12% +37%
900 $868 $1,067 $1,155 increase +8% +33%

1,000 $1,069 $1,323 $1,398 increase +6% +31%
1,250 $1,571 $2,011 $2,043 increase +2% +30%
1,381 $1,834 $2,409 $2,409 0% +31%
1,500 $2,073 $2,771 $2,742 -1% +32%
1,750 $2,575 $3,531 $3,441 -3% +34%
2,000 $3,078 $4,291 $4,139 -4% +34%

        Prepared Feb 16, 2011X  X
1

 Based upon MEA Agenda Item #9, dated February 3, 2011:X X

                                                                                        
2
  http://www.pge.com/about/environment/calculator/assumptions.shtml
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MEA Light Green as-is.  MEA pays "energy
credit" as offset for PG&E's on-going
monthly exit fee.

MEA Light Green after 14% rate reduction. 
Customer no longer recieves MEA "energy
credit."  Customer now pays PG&E's
ongoing monthly exit fee that is triggered   
by MEA.  This new pricing is effective
beginning April 7, 2011
PG&E E-1 residential "generation"

Marin Energy Authority 
Net Cost of MEA Light Green (RES-1) 

Before and After Announced "14% Rate Reduction" 1

Annual Projected Total Cost Relative to Monthly Consumption
(Baseline Territory XB.  Assumes 31 days per billing period)

Light Green as-is ("Before") 
1

Light Green after 14% price reduction. 
1 

Bulk of residential consumers incur as 
much as 21% increase in overall cost  
(see page 1 of 4).

1,381 kWh/ Month

PG&E

                                                                  Revised 2-17-2011

                         
1
 Based upon MEA Agenda Item #9, dated 2-03-2011

Typical residential consumer uses 540 kWhs/ month.  At 540 kWh/ month, 
this MEA customer's net cost increases 18% after "14% Rate Reduction."
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CHAPTER�7�–�Financial�Plan�

This�Chapter�examines�the�monthly�cash�flows�expected�during�the�phase�in�period�of�the�CCA�
Program�and�identifies�the�anticipated�financing�requirements�for�the�overall�CCA�Program�by�
MEA.� � It� includes� estimates� of� program� startup� costs,� including� the� necessary� staffing� and�
capital� outlays� which� will� commence� once� the� CPUC� accepts� the� Implementation� Plan�
submitted� by� MEA.� � It� also� describes� the� requirements� for� working� capital� and� long�term�
financing� for� the� potential� investment� in� renewable� generation,� consistent� with� the� resource�
plan�contained�in�Chapter�6.��
�
Description�of�Cash�Flow�Analysis�
This�cash�flow�analysis�estimates�the�level�of�working�capital�that�will�be�required�during�the�
phase�in�period.��In�general,�the�components�of�the�cash�flow�analysis�can�be�summarized�into�
two� distinct� categories:� (1)� Cost� of� CCA� Program� Operations,� and� (2)� Revenues� from� CCA�
Program�Operations.��The�cash�flow�analysis�identifies�and�provides�monthly�estimates�for�each�
of� these� two� categories.� � A� key� aspect� of� the� cash� flow� analysis� is� to� focus� primarily� on� the�
monthly�costs�and�revenues�associated�with�the�CCA�Program�phase�in�period,�and�specifically�
account� for� the� transition� or� “Phase�In”� of� CCA� Customers� from� PG&E’s� service� territory�
described�in�Chapter�5.�
�
Cost�of�CCA�Program�Operations�
The�first�category�of�the�cash�flow�analysis�is�the�Cost�of�CCA�Program�Operations.��To�estimate�
the� overall� costs� associated� with� CCA� Program� Operations,� the� following� components� were�
taken�into�consideration:�
�

� Electricity�Procurement;�
� Ancillary�Service�Requirements;�
� Exit�Fees;�
� Staffing�Requirements;�
� Contractor�Costs;�
� Infrastructure�Requirements;�
� Billing�Costs;�
� Scheduling�Coordination;�
� Grid�Management�Charges;�
� CCA�Bond�Premiums;�
� Interest�Expense;�and�
� Franchise�Fees.�

�
The�focus�of�this�cash�flow�analysis�is�during�the�phase�in�period.���
�
�

http://marincleanenergy.info/images/stories/PDF/MEA_Implementation_Plan_Jan_2010.pdf

scroll down
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The� results� of� the� feasibility� analysis� are� shown� in� the� following� table.� � Under� these�
assumptions,�over�the�entire�phase�in�period�the�CCA�program�is�projected�to�accrue�a�reserve�
account�balance�of�approximately�$10�million.����
�

Marin�Clean�Energy�
Summary�of�CCA�Program�Phase�In�

(January�2010�through�December�2015)�
�

CATEGORY 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 TOTAL

I.��REVENUES�FROM�OPERATIONS�($):
(A)��ELECTRICITY�SALES:

RESIDENTIAL $10,345,313 $18,237,976 $44,803,557 $47,363,888 $49,739,734 $50,581,455 $221,071,923
GENERAL�SERVICE�(A�1) $195,562 $323,134 $9,560,233 $10,106,559 $10,613,520 $10,793,127 $41,592,134
SMALL�TIME�OF�USE�(A�6) $548,920 $847,436 $3,506,281 $3,706,650 $3,892,581 $3,958,453 $16,460,321
ALTERN.�RATE�FOR�MEDIUM�USE�(A�10) $332,197 $550,463 $12,914,056 $13,652,039 $14,336,846 $14,579,462 $56,365,062
500���900kW�DEMAND��(E�19) $213,292 $344,629 $5,253,601 $5,553,822 $5,832,410 $5,931,109 $23,128,863
1000�+�kW�DEMAND�(E�20) $588,553 $951,828 $4,056,909 $4,288,744 $4,503,874 $4,580,091 $18,969,999
STREET�LIGHTING�&�TRAFFIC�CONTROL $179,032 $307,510 $486,184 $513,967 $539,748 $548,882 $2,575,323
AGRICULTURAL�PUMPING $0 $0 $435,038 $459,898 $482,968 $491,141 $1,869,045

TOTAL�REVENUES $12,402,869 $21,562,977 $81,015,857 $85,645,566 $89,941,680 $91,463,721 $382,032,670

II.��COST�OF�OPERATIONS�($):
(A)��ADMINISTRATIVE�&�GENERAL�(A&G):

STAFFING $940,582 $1,112,400 $2,595,600 $2,673,468 $2,753,672 $2,836,282 $12,912,004
CONTRACTOR�COSTS $1,555,000 $1,545,000 $2,163,000 $2,227,890 $2,294,727 $2,363,569 $12,149,185
IOU�FEES�(INLCUDING�BILLING) $265,000 $123,600 $1,050,600 $1,082,118 $1,114,582 $1,148,019 $4,783,919
CONTRACT�STAFF $165,000 $185,400 $222,480 $229,154 $236,029 $243,110 $1,281,173
SUBTOTAL���A&G $2,925,582 $2,966,400 $6,031,680 $6,212,630 $6,399,009 $6,590,980 $31,126,281

(B)��CCA�PROGRAM�OPERATIONS:
ELECTRICITY�PROCUREMENT $8,011,877 $14,514,684 $68,623,916 $70,433,949 $72,178,465 $71,633,923 $305,396,814
EXIT�FEES $1,948,481 $2,300,242 $7,843,729 $5,674,199 $4,401,313 $5,231,056 $27,399,020
RENEWABLE�PORTFOLIO�ADJUSTMENT $184,705 $313,717 $1,591,481 $1,599,439 $1,607,436 $3,295,565 $8,592,343
SUBTOTAL���CCA�PROGRAM�OPERATONS $10,145,064 $17,128,642 $78,059,126 $77,707,587 $78,187,213 $80,160,543 $341,388,176

TOTAL�COST�OF�OPERATION $13,070,646 $20,095,042 $84,090,806 $83,920,217 $84,586,222 $86,751,523 $372,514,458

CCA�PROGRAM�SURPLUS�/�(DEFICIT) ($667,777) $1,467,934 ($3,074,949) $1,725,349 $5,355,458 $4,712,198 $9,518,212

�
�
The�surpluses�achieved�during�the�phase�in�period�serve�as�operating�reserves�for�MEA�in�the�
event� that�operating�costs� (such�as�power�purchase�costs)�exceed�collected�revenues� for� short�
periods�of�time.���
�
Marin�Clean�Energy�Financings�
It� is�anticipated� that� three� financings�may�be�necessary� in�support�of� the�CCA�Program.� �The�
anticipated�financings�are�listed�below�and�discussed�in�greater�detail.��
�
CCA�Program�Start�up�and�Working�Capital�(Phase�1)�
As�previously�discussed,�the�anticipated�start�up�and�working�capital�requirements�for�the�CCA�
Program� are� $2� million.� � Once� the� CCA� Program� is� up� and� running,� these� costs� would� be�
recovered�from�the�retail�customers�through�retail�rates.��Actual�recovery�of�these�costs�will�be�
dependent� on� third�party� electricity� purchase� prices� and� decisions� regarding� rates,� and�
negotiations�between�the�electric�supplier�and�MEA’s�Board�of�Directors�regarding�initial�rates�
for�Phase�1�customers.�
�

http://marincleanenergy.info/images/stories/PDF/MEA_Implementation_Plan_Jan_2010.pdf

See Marin IJ

story -- next page.
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THE COUNTY                                                                                                          

Marin Energy to cut rates by 14% 
Move will put bills in line with PG&E 
By Richard Halstead 
M a r i n  I n d e p e n d e n t  J o u r n a l  
 
Tuesday, February 8, 2011 

A plan by the Marin Energy Authority to cut average electricity rates by 14 percent effective 
April 7 will return the local agency's rates to approximate parity with those of Pacific Gas 
and Electric Co., authority officials say.         

Addressing authority board members at their monthly meeting last week, John Dalessi, the                   
authority's chief consultant, said many of the Marin Energy Authority's rates would be                            
"nearly identical" to PG&E's after the 14 percent rate cut, while a few would be slightly higher. 

Dawn Weisz, the authority's executive officer, said, "MEA's rates remain competitive with PG&E's 
while providing a superior product." 

Currently, 26.5 percent of the electricity that the Marin Energy Authority supplies to its 
9,000 customers comes from renewable sources. PG&E estimates its renewable percentage 
topped 16 percent in 2010. 

In addition to the rate cut, the authority is eliminating a $10 monthly fee that was being 
charged to customers who wanted to buy electricity from 100 percent renewable sources 
prior to the time of automatic enrollment. 

In its initial marketing, the authority pledged to "meet or beat" PG&E's prices, while 
providing customers with electricity that comes from a minimum of 25 percent renewable 
sources. But in June, when PG&E raised rates for customers in its bottom three tiers and cut 
rates for high-usage customers in the top two tiers, the authority chose not to adjust its 
rates. 

As a result, the authority's larger residential users have been paying more for electricity 
than they would have if they had stayed with PG&E, while customers who use more modest 
amounts of electricity have paid less.  

Then, at the beginning of 2011, PG&E cut its average electricity generation rates by about 
17 percent. PG&E said the rate cut resulted due to lower energy costs. The cost of natural 
gas, which is used to generate a large percentage of PG&E's electricity, declined steadily 
throughout 2010. PG&E has, however, announced it plans to raise its rates an unspecified 
amount in March. 

"PG&E's rates tend to fluctuate frequently," Weisz said. 

Weisz noted that the authority adjusts its rates just once a year. The authority signed a 
five-year agreement in March 2010 with its electricity wholesaler, Shell Energy North 
America, so it is shielded, at least temporarily, from energy market gyrations. 

Gene Dyer of San Rafael, one of the few members of the public to speak at Thursday's 
board meeting, urged the board to proceed cautiously with rate cuts. 
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ENERGY: $10 fee eliminated for some users 

"You lucked out and got a contract with Shell when prices were down," Dyer said. He added 
that the authority may have to spend considerably more for electricity in the future, 
particularly if it intends to further boost its use of renewable energy, which often costs more 
to produce. 

Part of the authority's 14 percent rate cut will be paid for by discontinuing a credit that the 
authority was granting to customers to offset a special fee that PG&E levies on authority 
customers. The California Public Utilities Commission allows PG&E to collect a surcharge from 
customers who switch from PG&E to the Marin Energy Authority to ensure that remaining 
PG&E customers aren't stuck paying for maintenance of the electrical distribution system, 
which remains PG&E's responsibility. Weisz said the surcharge is larger than it needs to be. 
She expects the utilities commission to soon require a substantial reduction in its size. 

Dalessi said other factors contributing to the rate cut were the recent consolidation and 
refinancing of the authority's startup loans and the authority's conservative fiscal 
management. 

PG&E is still waiting for the utilities commission to respond to its request to eliminate its 
tiered pricing for electricity. Instead, the investor-owned utility wants to charge a flat fee 
for electricity, while shifting the tiered structure to the section of the bill having to do with 
transmission and distribution. 

The authority and PG&E compete strictly on generation costs. Authority and PG&E 
customers currently pay the same amount for transmission and distribution. 

If PG&E begins charging all customers the same amount for electricity while charging large 
energy users more for transmission and distribution, Marin Energy Authority customers who 
use large amounts of electricity would face both higher generation and higher transmission 
and distribution costs. And, if the authority cuts its rates to compensate, it would have to 
either absorb the loss or shift the cost to customers who use smaller amounts of electricity. 

Weisz said that if the utilities commission approves the request it is likely to phase in the 
change over several years to preserve competition. 

 

Contact Richard Halstead via e-mail at rhalstead@marinij.com 
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